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1.1 What is the universal spectrum?
The idea of the universal spectrum of the free atmosphere was 
first reported by VanZandt (1982), that the spectra have universal 
shapes regardless of the season, meteorological condition, and 
geographical location.
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1.2 Spectra from hourly surface
meteorological observation
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•ST(ω), SP(ω), Su(ω), Sv(ω) at 
Syowa Station in the Antarctic 
(Sato and Hirasawa 2007)

–Two different powers depending 
on the frequency range with a 
transition frequency of (several 
days)−1

–Isolated spectral peaks

•The use of hourly data allow us 
to detect the transition 
frequency.
•Question: Are these 
characteristics of surface 
spectra universal?



2. Purpose of this study

•The purpose of the present study: 
–To confirm whether the characteristic frequency spectra of 
the surface meteorological fluctuations (Sato and Hirasawa 2007) 
are universal
–To describe distribution of the shape characteristics of the 
frequency spectra of the surface meteorological fluctuations

•Analysis
–Observation data ―> geographical variation of the spectra
–Global nonhydrostatic model data ―> global characteristics of 
the spectra
(The model is called NICAM: Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model, Tomita 
and Satoh 2004; Satoh et al. 2008)
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3.1 Surface observation data

•Surface temperature (T), sea 
level pressure (P), zonal and 
meridional winds (U, V) 
observed at 138 stations by 
Japan Meteorological Agency
•Time period 

–1961―2005 
•Two time series

–Δt=6 hours: 1961―2005
–Δt=1 hour : 1991―2005

•Frequency spectra of each 
time series are estimated by 
the Maximum Entropy Method 
(MEM).
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Wakayama station



3.1 Frequency spectra of SLP at Wakayama
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5 days

•The characteristic spectral shapes are similar to Syowa station and 
all other stations for all variables.

–proportional to powers 
of the frequency with the 
transition frequency
–isolated peaks

•Universality is confirmed.
•to objectively estimate 
the spectral shape 

–removing the 
isolated peaks
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3.2 Definition of spectral parameters
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•P spectra without the isolated 
peaks
•Two ranges

–of (90 days)−1 to (6 days)−1

–of (3 days)−1 to (6 hours)−1

•Fitting for each frequency range
–to the functions by the least squares 
method

–The variances and the transition 
frequency are deduced analytically.

•Obtained parameters: βL, βH, vL, vH, 
and ωt
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•Clear dependence on the latitude
–The latitudinal variation of (ωt)−1 

accords well with a dashed curve (ωm)−1.
–The frequency of the most unstable 
mode of the Eady problem (Eady 1949):

–The frequency range of steep slope is 
possibly related to that of the baroclinic 
instability.

•The parameters at Syowa Station are 
within the extrapolated latitudinal 
variations

–βL = 0.88, βH = 4.34, (ωt)−1 = 3 days (Sato 
and Hirasawa 2007)

•Global distribution? 
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3.3 Spectral parameters dependent
on the latitude βL=0.88 

at Syowa
βH=4.34 
at Syowa

(ωt)−1=3 day 
at Syowa
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4.1 Frequency spectra from NICAM data
NICAM successfully simulated the Madden-Julian Oscillation in 
terms of slowly eastward propagation and the self-organization of 
multi-scale clouds (Miura et al. 2007).

•Simulation data:
–boreal winter: BW experiment (Miura et al. 2007)

•7- and 14-km mesh model over one month from December 15 2006

–boreal summer: BS experiment (Oouchi et al. 2009; Noda et al. 2010)

•14-km mesh model over one month from June 21 2004

•Variables:
–2m temperature(T)
–surface pressure (P)
–10m zonal and meridional winds (U,V)

•Δt=1.5 hours
•Spectra at higher frequencies than (15 days)−1 are investigated.
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4.1 Frequency spectra of the surface pressure from NICAM data
Comparison between simulated and observed spectra
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Batavia
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Batavia data was kindly 
provided by Dr K. Hamilton



4.2 Global distribution of parameters of P spectra

•Slope: steep in the high latitudes, shallow in the low latitudes
•Variance: large at the storm track region in the winter hemisphere
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4.3 Latitudinal distribution of the slope of P spectra

•“+” marks: observations
•Slopes

–βH for 7-km BW match very 
well to the observations 
–Large increase of βH around 
30◦ latitude
–Resolution dependence: βH
for 7-km > βH for 14-km BW
–The region of the gentle 
slopes stretches into the 
summer hemisphere about 
10o
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4.4 Global distribution of parameters of T and V spectra
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slopes large vH regions for T large vH regions for U and V

steep in the high latitudes,
shallow in the low latitudes

continents storm track region and precipitating 
region in the tropics over the ocean



5.1 Discussion
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Shape characteristics possible dynamical mechanism 
Steep slope higher than 30◦ latitudes geostrophy
gentle slopes extending into the summer 
hemisphere

incoming solar radiation?

steep slopes extending into the lower 
latitudes in winter

steep temperature gradient, 
baroclinic instability

(several days)-1 of the ωt baroclinic instability?

distribution of the slope and that of the 
variance not correspond one by one.

large variance does not cause
directly steep slope

latitudinal variation of ωt
is similar to that of the frequency of the 
most unstable mode of the Eady problem

baroclinic instability

Distribution P T U and V

βH steep in the high latitudes, shallow in the low latitudes

large vH regions storm track 
region

continents storm track region and precipitating 
region in the tropics over the ocean



5.2 Summary and concluding remarks
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•Observation data analysis
–Universality of the characteristics

•shape proportional to the powers of frequency in the frequency ranges higher and 
lower than the transition frequency
•isolated peaks

–Latitudinal dependence of the spectral shape

•NICAM data analysis
–Severe change around the 30◦ latitude in the slope for pressure 
spectra and other parameters

•These results may contribute to validate model performance.
•future works:

–Height dependence of the shape characteristics of the frequency 
spectra
–Nonlinear dynamics of the atmosphere behind these spectral shapes
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